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Cycling through beautiful mountain passes and following the mighty Columbia River, "TANE" delivers
a stunning digital recreation of the Canadian Rocky Mountains - Columbia River Basin. The 9 mile
long route combines a high mountain desert race with some of the most breathtaking scenery in

Canada. Jump onto any mountain, valley, or secret shortcut and experience the thrill of sitting atop
15,000 ft. plus! Experience winter with unparalleled depth of snow and fall through the most

spectacular of seasons. Finally, take to the skies and take on the golden eagle, heading to the very
top of the Yoho National Park. Over 90km of mountain roads have been modeled in detail and

painstakingly re-rendered to bring you the ultimate in open-road cycling. As you travel you’ll explore
this unique area with a virtual cyclist on your lap. At every turn, you’ll be able to admire the stunning

scenery. And if the scenery is good, the cycling can be better! The roads are packed with realistic
traffic including side cars, big rigs, motor bikes, and even off road trucks and construction vehicles. If

you’re a track cycling gamer, you’ll take great pleasure in taking out the competition in a race
against the clock. Or, take on the challenges of the new “My Challenge” feature. Challenge friends to

duels and time attacks or race against them live. The choice is yours. Be a part of a vibrant
community, and engage in different player-driven events including team races, weekly challenges,
and the new “My Challenge” events. It’s an active, fun community, but it’s only possible because of
the strong riders who log many hundreds of hours on the road. Come on! Time for a challenge! We
need to update the Tane Canada mountain bike route to the BC and Alberta Ranges, and this is the

first update I am releasing. The BC and Alberta added just through Yoho National Park, and the route
is ready for some more tracks on the BC side. [Features] - New area - New routes in the New area

(Toll Farm, and Eagle Crest) - New tracks In this version we have: - new mountain bike map! - Made
it easier for players to cheat! - Sim update to the fixed upgrade system that is finally active! - New

terrain resources - New vehicles: r2d2 and dirtbike - New improvements for
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Greetings!

We'd like to ensure that you're always proud of having a personal webpage!

We are always interested in hearing about your experience
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